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EBSCOadmin: Holdings and Link Management














Titles Tab Within Package
Titles tab within package










Annual Review of Public Health
HM vs SFX
Notes












































































































































































































You Can Make a Fancy Crust…
https://pxhere.com/en/photo/985871








































Finally, Full Text!  And a Weird Problem.
Alphabetical







PFI Issues: Relevance Sort and Title Variation
Same
Journal



































Profiles: Branding, Search Settings, and More
Branding & 
Other Interface Settings
FTF Profile: Much Simpler
PFI Profile: Many Options. Similar to EDS
Bottom Branding: A Place for Scripts, CSS, and More
FTF Profile: Link Settings with a BIG UX Impact






HM: Holdings, Link Assignments and Settings
HM: Holdings, Link Assignments and Settings
Packages: Quick Access to Assigned Links
Show your 
packages
ACM Package Assigned Links
Links Assigned to the ACM Package
I’ll explain later.







Full List of Enabled Links
Show your Links
Link Settings: Many and Important!




















Link Settings: One by One
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jennecy/3706681998
Making Links and Why You Might 


















































Copy Links as a Starting Point
Pick a Similar Link: Assignments, Settings, Categories
Create New Links to Solve Problems
Full Text Finder - Metadata Elements
http://support.ebsco.com/downloads/resources/ftf_metadata_elements.pdf

































































PFI: Browse or Search Journals and eBook Titles


















Review: UCF Current Decisions for FTF and PFI
Publication Finder
• UCF colors and logos
• Show Filters
• Show Discipline Browse
• Add Journal Title Alpha Browse
• Show Search in Publication
• Start with Full Text Options Closed
Allow Guest Access
Full Text Finder
• UCF colors and logos
• One section for all links
• Never Bypass the menu
• One Full Text link
• Rank article‐level higher than issue 
and journal level
• Rank publisher hosted higher than 
aggregator
• Google Scholar always
• Publication Finder always
• ILL and Catalog if no Full Text
